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Take a holistic approach to 
retention.

1. New Acquisition
○ Test subscription offers that encourage longer-term subscription 

sign-ups to drive retention and increase lifetime value

2. Reduce Early Churn
○ Create ways for new subscribers to consistently engage with the 

product and their benefits

3. Renewal period
○ Use renewal notices to remind subscribers of the value of their 

subscription
○ Payment processing errors result in passive churn that might be 

avoided if reattempted later. Automatically retrying failed payment 
methods is a relatively simple way to retain subscribers.

4. Churned User Winback
○ On-site win-back campaigns are useful to draw attention to 

passively churned users and encourage resubscription 



Saving Subscribers
Preventing active and passive churn

Proactively Prevent Active Churn

● Drive Engagement

○ Immediately engage new subscribers on-site

● Detect Likely Churners

○ Piano’s LT[x] propensity model identifies users most at 

risk of churning so you can build their engagement

● Surveys

○ Understand why subscribers are cancelling or disabling 

auto-renew and re-target them with a survey

Prevent Passive Churn

● Implement Credit Card Updater Logic

○ Work with your cc processor to enable the updater 

functionality, when appropriate

● Automatic Churn Prevention Emails

○ Alert users who have failed credit cards or an expiring 

subscription via email

● Grace Periods / Retry Logic

○ For clients who have a failed subscription, Piano’s retry 

logic automatically runs during the grace period
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Cancellation happens fast. 

Retention requires a relationship.

68.3%
Share of Auto-Renew Disablements Within First 60 Days

PIANO BENCHMARK DATA

21.8%
Share of Auto-Renew Disablements on First Day

PIANO BENCHMARK DATA



The fact that so many monthly 

subscriptions churn quickly creates big 

gaps in lifetime value between annual 

and monthly subscriptions. 

$112.58
$10/Month Subscription: Two-Year Value

$206.60
$120/Year Subscription: Two-Year Value



Fighting churn

Drive engagement

Immediately after conversion, encourage newsletter 

signup and app download to drive repeat usage

Introduce subscription benefits early

Send reminder emails or use on site tactics to inform 

users about all subscription benefits.

Use personalization

Creating a personalized site and newsletter experience 

drives higher usage.

Using key post-purchase 
tactics to reduce churn risk
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Subscribers who visit directly are the most engaged by far

This chart shows, for subscribers visiting from 

a particular referrer, how many active days they 

had a visit from that referrer over the course of 

a month. 

What it illustrates is that visiting directly and 

through email is the basis for forming a strong 

reading habit.



1 - Welcome email 2 - Benefits reminder 3 - Top content

New subscriber on-site onboarding: Insider example 



Directly target users who disable auto-renew 
BEFORE they churn.



Example from America Mag - Piano Client

Once identified, Auto-renew disabled users 
can be hit with onsite experiences reminding 
them of subscription benefits and offering 
them the opportunity to renew



For those that DO churn… WIN THEM BACK.
Our recommendation is to start targeting churned subscribers on-site via the 

new available subsegment “Churned users” within the “Brand Relationship” 

Enhanced Composer (C1X) segmentation.

There are two approaches, the first mimics the standard paywall cadence, like 

the flow used for anonymous readers. The second locks users out on the first 

pageview, only allowing access to content if they resubscribe.
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Numbers that matter

50.2%
Percent Of Winbacks From Passive Churners

PIANO BENCHMARK DATA

Most winbacks didn’t 

intend to churn



Target churned users

Upon returning to the site, a churned user can be shown a 

soft or hard content lock with an offer specifically targeting 

them.

In the HBR example, the test branch of churned users 

(shown a modal noting that their sub had ended) drove 

52% more conversions than the control. A later iteration of 

the test further improved conversions — resulting in a 

roughly 100% lift in churned user conversions compared to 

doing nothing.



Use content recommendations to 
targeted churned subscribers 

For expired subscribers show content recommendations that 

include messaging such as ‘You don’t have access to all these 

great articles’.

This messaging will reinforce the churned subscribers 

perceived value of their lost subscription and nudge them to 

re-subscribe.

RE-SUBSCRIBE NOW

You don’t have access to all these great articles. 
Re-activate your digital access to continue reading 

Article 2 Article 3Article 1



Case Study

Harvard Business Review 
optimized a variety of tactics to 
improve retention using a 
“test-and-learn” mentality.
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Questions?

Katelyn Belyus

Associate Director, Strategic Services at Piano

New York City, NY, USA

katelyn.belyus@piano.io



Join the world’s leading digital business platform.
Visit piano.io or start a conversation with us at hello@piano.io

Join the world’s leading digital business platform.
Visit piano.io or start a conversation with us at hello@piano.io


